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GUARDING THE SKIES REMOTELY
The Hawk Guardian enables you to carry out real-time HAZMAT and Search and Rescue in
any location (even in inaccessible ones) quickly and cost effectively just with a few taps on
a tablet.
Able to be fitted with most optical and thermal camera types as well as a whole array of
chemistry equipment, our drone system can identify both thermal and chemical patterns in
the fire to be able to determine the nature of the fire and determine the right approach
before your team gets to it.
Flying at safe altitudes, the Hawk Guardian can help you observe events on the ground and
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at the same time capture them on video with their respective GPS logs thus providing you
with the needed record of such events for any follow-up actions.

Using the Right Tools for the Job
Bringing New Solutions to the Future of Firefighting
Drone photography and video has revolutionised
firefighting efforts. Such systems are being used
across the world to help locate survivors and victims
as well as to monitor fires to be able to fight them
more safely and more efficiently.

GROUND CONTROL, DETECTION & PREVENTION
With the Hawk Guardian drone, fire departments have a

new tool at their disposal in determining the fastest
way to put out a fire. Unmanned aerial vehicles are
being sent to fire locations as scouts, using gas
sensors and cameras with thermal imaging
technology to help first responders in their rescue
efforts.
Being quick to deploy, what used to take 10 or 15 minutes can now be done in two or three minutes.
And time saves lives and protects fireman.
Using a simple interface, the Hawk Guardian can be flown by anyone following minimal training. We
not only provide the drones but also the training and assistance required to obtain the necessary
certification from your local Aviation Administration. Hawk can help you have your fire unit fully
operational for drone use in three to four weeks.
Hawk Aerospace can also provide you with project specific Incidence Command Systems (ICS) that are
designed to your needs. Together with top quality training, supervision and support the Hawk Guardian
ICS is the ideal solution to manage any possible scenario.
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GET IN TOUCH
Our team at Hawk Aerospace are passionate
about Engineering Tomorrow’s Technological
Solutions for today’s evolving problems.
We combine decades of experience in
innovation with dedication towards great
customer service to provide you with the
desired solutions and customer satisfaction.

38, Santa Marija Street, MST 4133
Mosta, Malta, Europe
+ 356 21490202
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info@hawkaerospace.eu

